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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Hello to all our Members, and also those fortunate enough to be reading
our club mag!
Following the AGM we have a change in tide as Tony Richards has
served his 2 yr role as Club President along with Dave Peck the pair
have done a great job keeping the club strong for most of the years as
I’ve been involved with the club.
I would firstly like to thank all those in attendance at the clubs recent
AGM for the appointment of my new position as Club President, a role
which I’ll have some big boots to fill and need some patience and support as I find my feet.
For the rest of the positions there was some shuffling around the existing committee to occupy the executive and general committee roles,
and I thank everyone involved for continuing their efforts and involvement in the club. I’m looking forward to working beside you all to keep
the club happy, active and engaged.
Coming up we have the club’s last GM of the year and we traditionally
have some nibbles and a drop of champers, so please bring along a
‘share-plate’ and celebrate an end to the year. To extend the tradition I
would also like everyone to spare a thought for those that are not as
privileged as us that often are forced to go without a meal so can I
please ask you all to bring a non-perishable food item which I will collect
and pass on. The organization is Food Bank WA and more information
about their efforts and what can be donated can be found by clicking
here
Please make the effort to come down to the last GM of the year, and
reflect on the year that was. Hope to see you there!
Stay safe over the festive season, best wishes to all, thanks for reading.
The New Pres, Adrian Longwood
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TRIP CO-ORDINATOR’S REPORT
Hi All
I’m back for round 2 as trips coordinator. Many thanks to Dave, I hope I
can do just a good a job as you.
Thanks to Tony for again being in charge of our 4WD show stand. The
response to the flyers, and the turn out to the Lancelin dunes trip the
following weekend was great. I hope that those who did go to Lancelin
had lots of fun whilst learning that their Subaru’s can do a lot more that
go on gravel.
For those who are coming to the Christmas party at Jo’s this year. We
are collecting donations for the Food Bank as well as the RFDS. If you
wish to donate please bring along some non-perishable food items.
These will go a long way to help out those in need this Christmas.
Speaking of which. For all those who actually read this please stay safe
this festive season and arrive alive.
See you all out there. Trav

Memberships Renewal
This will be your last magazine unless you renew!
Hi everyone it’s that time again for memberships renewals. The renewal form can be found under the links page. Just print and fill in the
form and send in the form to P.O. BOX 434 SOUTH PERTH, WESTERN AUSTRALIA, 6951.
The membership fees can be paid by cash or cheque or direct credited
to the Club’s bank account with Westpac – BSB 036-078 and account
number 28-9726. If you pay by EFT just put your “name” and “renewal”
so the treasurer and myself knows who paid.
Regards Alex
Memberships coordinator
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TRIP PROMOTIONS/ INFORMATION
Christmas Cheer - Saturday 3rd December
Join your fellow club members for a relaxing
afternoon/evening catching up before Christmas
at Jo’s grotto.
Bring: Meat for the BBQ, a salad or dessert to
share, drinks, a chair just in case I don't have
enough, your bathers and towel if you fancy a
dip in the pool.
I will have some nibbles, bread and sauces etc.
Its a relaxing afternoon. The BBQ will be started about 5pm. Those
that have commitments in the day can come late or leave early if you
have something on in the evening.
Be prepared to be annoyed by musical Christmas toys.
Time: From 2pm
Contact: Jo on 0411 151 024
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TRIP PROMOTIONS/ INFORMATION
Soft Sandy Summer Beach Run - Sunday January 8
The ever popular summer beach run is back! The trip is planned for the
beaches between Whitehills and Myalup, including Preston Beach.
We will decide closer to the day as to whether we go North or South. This
is always an excellent day to experience beach driving and suitable for
everyone. If you have just joined the Club please come along. Weather
permitting you will get a chance to have a swim at the lunch break.
Trip is suitable for all experiences and guests are welcome. Please get
your names down as this trip often fills fast.
The beach is generally pretty easy going; however it gets soft in patches
and narrow along some sections.
We often find a nice spot for lunch so we can relax, swim, kayak or fish
for a while before continuing on.
Meeting spot: Edge of Masters Car Park at Safety Bay Rd exit,
Meeting time: 8.30am (8.45 Briefing and Departure)
What to bring: usual picnic lunch and plenty of drinking water, chair and
table, sun protection gear, bathers, camera, UHF radio*, tyre gauge and
deflator*, air compressor* (not needed if you are a visitor or first timer).
* If you don't have these items a UHF can be hired from the club and
other members will assist with the deflation and inflation of tyres.
Suggested items:
Shovel, plastic chopping board, self-recovery tracks, snatch recovery
gear, first aid kit, fishing rod, kayak, Frisbee.
Difficulty: suitable for all drivers, but most vehicles, Imprezas and Liberty's aren’t suitable for this trip.
Finish time: Depends on how much fun we are having, what the weather
is like and what you feel like. I would like to be around the Mandurah
area by 3pm.
If you need to leave early that’s OK too.
Contact: Adrian 0424 723 558
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TRIP PROMOTIONS/ INFORMATION
Sunday Sunset Soiree - 5th February
Join us for a picnic meal at City Beach. Bring along a picnic or buy dinner from one of the cafes at City Beach.
Pack the bathers if you fancy a splash in the waves meet us at 4.30pm
on the grass area to the north of the beachside cafes.
Leader: Jo Norton 0411 151 024

Cliff Head North - February 18/19
Cliff Head North is a free camp within the Shire of Irwin. It is situated on
Indian Ocean Drive, approximately 6.5kms south of the junction with the
Brand Hwy.
Other than for a toilet, there is not much else at the site in the way
of facilities; after all, it is a free camp! Sorry, no open fires as there will
be a summer fire ban in force.
No activities are planned at this stage. Assuming the weather is good,
you can go for a swim, do some fishing (which is supposed to be quite
good) or simply relax on the beach. Or you could explore the coast by
car. Sounds good to me.
Trip Leader: Tony Richards 9386 7705
At the December meeting bring a plate to share with the members
and please bring an item of non-perishable food for our charity
hamper to Food Bank WA. If you are unable to make the meeting
you can pass on your donation to any committee member or at
the Christmas Party at Jo’s.
Following the meeting Jim will be showing a video on Lorna Glen.
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TRIP PROMOTIONS/ INFORMATION
Esperance Trip - 28 January to 3 February 2017
Whitest beach, fish leather, a tank, skylab, pink lakes and, ah, stone
henge..........
Esperance, on the south coast, is a picturesque town that has had a
couple quirky events in it's past. From a freak storm, that caught a
French research vessel off guard, to an American space station falling
on it, but for the most part that's not what we're heading down there for.

Lucky Bay, Cape Le Grand. Photo credit: Tourism West Australia

The National parks down there are
hidden gems. Cape Le Grand national park has the whitest beaches
in Australia. The view from the top
of Frenchman’s Peak is magical.
Pink Lake is just out of town. The
colour changes with the temperature, and is never the same.
Pink Lake. Photo credit: aussieheliadventure
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TRIP PROMOTIONS/ INFORMATION
Day 1. It is a big day to travel down there we should get into Esperance around 4ish.
Day 2. A relaxing look around Esperance see the Pink Lake and perhaps the magnificent beach at Twilight Cove.
Day 3. A full day visiting Cape Arid NP, Duke of Orleans and Cape Le
Grand NP.
Day 4. Option of a half day Woody Island cruise and/or more sightseeing around the town including the Mermaid fish leather factory or the
Museum which includes pieces of Skylab.

Stonehenge. Photo credit: WeekendNotes

Staying: Bathers Beach caravan park
Difficulty: Depends on the beaches really, will need to lower the tyre
pressure a bit, but it should be straight forward.
Scratchometer: Practically nil. To and from are on bitumen and the
gravel roads are supposed to be good.
Fuel: As we're heading to the bottom corner of the state fuel is a little
on the expensive side.
Previous experience is not necessary, and would be good for a new
member. Book and see more information on the website.
Any questions? Email travismaskey@gmail.com or call 0422815737
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TRIP PROMOTIONS/ INFORMATION
Margaret River “The Project” - 4 to 6 March 2017
A laid back long weekend camping just out of Margaret River. We will
do a day trip to some of the less touristy beaches along the coast.
Only three kilometres from Margaret River “The Project” has 70 acres
of bushland filled with frogs, birds and wildflowers. The owners bought
this property to protect and restore the natural values, as well as start
an organic farming enterprise on the adjacent 50 acres of paddock.
Linked to the town centre by the ‘Rails to Trails’ cycle and a walking
track this private bushland paradise has an open grassy area next to a
dam perfect for a camping.
The campsites have been booked so no need for individual bookings.
Suitable for caravans and camper trailers but only ONE powered site.
Unpowered camp site:
10 available | max occupancy: 20 per camping site (unpowered)
There is a range of areas suitable for the self-sufficient traveller.
$17.00 per person per night.
Powered camp site:
1 available | max occupancy: 6 per camping site (powered)
There is one powered camp site with water supplied to it. It is off grid
power so not so good for hairdryers, electric ovens and electric heaters
but fine for caravan fridges, lights etc. $20.00 per person per night.
Limited numbers of campsites available and the trip will be
closed off when full.
Rating: Easy - social
Equipment needed: BYO camping gear and gas cooking gear as we
may not be able to have a wood fire. Binoculars, Camera etc.
Trip Leader: David Peck, 0402 177 886
or contact: trips@subaru4wdclubwa.asn.au
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CLUB CALENDAR
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Sun 2nd: Finska Tournament
Tue 4th: Committee Meeting
1
Tue 11th: General Meeting
8 Fri 14th - Mon 17th: Murchison
House Easter Escape - Page 14
15
Mon 17th - Tue 25th: The Anzac
22 Long Way Home - Page 15
29 Sun 23rd - Tue 25th: See below
S

Upcoming trips:
April 23 to 25 - Anzac LWE - Back to nature caravan park near
Moore River
August - Lorna Glen again
SCHOOL AND PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
School Holidays: Dec 16 - Jan 31, Apr 8 - Apr 23
Public holidays: Dec 26 & 27, Jan 2 & 26, Mar 6, Apr 14, 17 & 25
Potential members are most welcome to come along on any Club
activities before joining. Please phone the Trip Leader for further
information. Also contact the trip leader if you have to cancel, as we
don’t want to wait for someone who does not turn up!
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TRIP PROMOTIONS/ INFORMATION
Murchison House Easter Escape - 14 to 17 April 2017
Join us for a new venture, into the pristine working station that is Murchison House, Located 12km from Kalbarri it’s a short drive from town
but a complete remote camping experience.

Gee Gei Outcamp.

Murchison River. Photo credits: Murchison House

Spending the 3 nights of the Easter weekend on the station camping
self-sufficient on a property that’s bound by ocean, and river.
The plan is to drive up Friday, stay for the 3 nights camping remotely
to ourselves, but be a short drive away from the homestead so we can
use the shower and toilet facilities available,
There are camping fee's and also a 4WD fee which includes unlimited
access to the property over the stay.
$12.50 per person per night (less for kids)
and $50 4WD fee, single charge per vehicle (Mandatory)
For more information find the link below
http://www.murchisonhousestation.com.au/
Attendees must be self-sufficient campers, camper trailers are allowed
Pets are TBC contact the trip leader nearer the time.
Basic 4WD gear is recommended, gauge, compressor, deflator,
Trip leader: Adrian Longwood 0424 723 558
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TRIP PROMOTIONS/ INFORMATION
Karijini NP - The Anzac Long Way Home - 17 to 25 April 2017
Following the Easter long weekend escape at Murchison House Station, we shall embark on an extended journey home via Shark Bay,
Coral Bay, Cape Range NP (Exmouth/Ningaloo), Karijini NP and Kennedy Range NP
Combining two LWE's to gain a holiday of 12 days, made of up of only
5 days annual leave (for those who still need to apply for it) we believe
it’s a great opportunity to see a chunk of the north west.
Continuing on from the Murchison House Station trip for most, we then
go on to do 8 nights and 9 days of touring.
The rough plan is to spend 1 night in Shark bay or Coral bay, 4+ nights
in Karijini, a chance of 1 night around Kennedy Ranges, and a final
night within a day’s drive from home around Murchison or surrounds.
Most of this is during the second week of the school holidays so we expect crowds at all major caravan parks but the plan is to be at rest areas and bush camping facilities.
Self-sufficient minimalist camping is essential for the remote area travel
with a minimum of 20L surplus of each fuel and water.
No pets are permitted on this extended trip due to entering a few National Parks.
Trip leader: Adrian Longwood 0424 723 558

Kennedy Range. Photo credit: DPaW
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TRIP & SOCIAL REPORTS
Israelite Bay (not) Day 2 – Monday 10/10/16
The wind continued during the night and Keith was up before me as we woke to
the sounds of sheep baaing, I didn't realise there were so many different tones
used. There was no rush for breakfast and we went for a walk to a hill on the
other side of the pool and Keith managed to get some more photos on the way.
After packing up we headed back to the homestead to return a map they had
lent us but we couldn't find anyone there, nor could we get them on the radio to
say thanks.
We decided to continue on to Tardie station and when we got there there was
nobody around. The homestead was nice in so much that it had some big trees
around it and green grass but we couldn't see any signs directing us for camping so we decided to head on. Narloo station was nearby and Keith had thought
that they permitted camping so we took the most direct track which was much
worse than the ones we had been on. Nothing requiring any 4WDing just a bit
rough and in places sandy as it went up creek beds. We stopped for lunch at
one of the creeks that forms the Greenough River but it was dry and unremarkable. Keith went hunting for the 'squeaky wheel' bird which we have heard often
but rarely spotted.
Stopped at Narloo station
which had sounded familiar
as we found a Track Care
sign that they were restoring
the old homestead. Not
much to see just a 4 room
house but it did have
pressed tin walls and ceilings
in the lounge room. There
was a new dunny and a
hand pump for water courtesy of Track Care, possibly a good spot for a future Subaru Club trip. The track
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out was much better, heading towards the main track from Tardie and it was
obviously the main access track. We continued on and stopped where the
track crosses the Greenough River and then onto the main road and we
stopped again where it crosses the Greenough River. We were trying to find
the back track to Woolgorong from Yuin station but there were many tracks
around the homestead and nobody home to point out the correct one. This
station looks like it is well set up for tourists as the shearers quarters have
been all done up and it looks good from the outside. Nothing else to do but
take the better track to the NE when we want to go NW but even though it will
be longer it will probably be the same time as we can travel quicker. The track
up to twin peaks was signposted not suitable for caravans but we thought it
was pretty good apart from an S bend with a grid in the middle of it.
There was a plain past the
station with a flood indicator which showed how
deep the water from the
Murchison River had been
in 2006 and we were still
some distance from the
river. We did a quick stop
there but there wasn't a
whole lot of water or bird
life.
Soon onto the bitumen for the run down to our nights destination at Ballinyoo
Bridge and we found a pleasant campsite on the banks of the Murchison River
and sat there watching the birds as the sun set.
Keith did dinner tonight and there were some people camped a couple of hundred metres away and when the wind blew in the right direction you could
hear them. We had seen 28 degrees on the thermometer today and it was
another blue day with a fresh wind that didn't quite keep the flies away.

David Peck
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TRIP & SOCIAL REPORTS
Lancelin Trip Report

Having signed up for a guest spot to tag along at this years 4WD &
Outdoor Show, we weren't quite sure what to expect, how our vehicle
would perform or how to prepare for a day in the sand dunes at
Lancelin. Good communications started early with an email from Tony
giving all the necessary 'newbie' details.
Having convoyed up and made our way
north and into the dunes we had a really
helpful prep talk on tyre pressures, general safety rules and expectations for the
day. We broke off into the 'intermediate'
group as vehicle 6 in a group of 7 comprising 4 x Foz's and 3 x OB's. Within a
few minutes we were attempting our first
descent and were a little bit concerned
as we watched the OB in front tackle a
decline easily over 45 degrees. Seeing
the rear diff and suspension rise up in
front of us like some sea creature about
to dive as it went over and disappeared
was a little disconcerting. Less than a
minute later we got the "all clear" from
Adrian our group leader and took the
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plunge! The OB didn't complain but the ABS made an absolute racket
as x-mode diligently managed our descent. Learning to do this safely
and understanding what the vehicle can (despite a few OMG's !!! and
concerned looks as we went over) was amazing.
Onwards and it was time
to hear Adrian's "speed",
"RPM's" and
"momentum" mantra
whilst we experienced
"how to" and "how not to"
get up a soft sandy hill
rather than down it ... a
bit of a buzz really ... going flat out in 1st gear at
a big pile of sand for absolutely no other reason
than to have some fun
(and to learn about our OB's capabilities of course!).
Second last lesson for the day was to learn how to reverse up a similarly sized irrelevant pile of sand ... wait!!! ... what? ... REVERSE up?
Are you &@#%'ing kidding me? Sure enough we all lined up and sure
enough we all succeeded.
Lastly "Let's deliberately get one of the vehicles bogged" says Adrian.
(Great idea! Why not!) "Who wants to volunteer?" he asks ... SILENCE ... then a small voice ... "I'll do it!". One of the Fozzy boys is up
for the challenge. Anyhow's we all learnt how to get unstuck and the
various equipment including how much each cost relative to paying for
a recovery. 1 recovery = 3/4 set of maxxtrax, 2 recoveries = 1 set of
maxxtrax plus a hitch receiver plus a snatch strap ... blah blah blah ...
you get the picture ...
All in all a fantastic day for my son and I as Subaru off-road virgins. We
are looking forward to the opportunity to go on the beach run in January and to join the Club. Thank you to all the members for making us
feel safe, welcome and informed.
Steve & Aidan Bredemeyer
Stock MY15 3.6R OB + 17" rims & 225/65R17 AT's
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Diesel Forester Turbo Hoses
I have had failures of two turbo hoses on my 2010 Forester Diesel. I know of
two other club members who have had similar problems.
The first failure was at 124,000
km in January 2016. Driving
along at 80/90 in 5th gear the
car would start shuddering going up a slight incline and the
fuel consumption had also
started to get worse. Backing
off the throttle seemed to ease
it and it was repeatable in similar circumstances. I found a
split in the hose from the intercooler to the throttle body. As it
was just before a trip and I didn’t have time to get to a Subaru dealer I replaced it with a $35 aftermarket silicone hose that is 70mm diameter with a 45 degree bend. The intercooler had
to be removed to get at the hose but it was a
straight forward replacement and all I had to do
was trim the silicone hose to the same length
as the original. I consider the replacement to
be a better part than the original and I would
encourage people to do the same.
The second failure was at 139,600 km in September 2016. As I accelerated whilst overtaking
on a hill I heard a pfft noise and the engine lost
power but the car was still drivable. I limped
back to the nearest town and had to get the car
transported 200km back to Perth. The symptoms were obviously turbo related and the fault
was found to be the hose from the turbo to
intercooler. The end that is clamped onto the
turbo outlet had separated completely.
It appears to be a very poor design as there
are fingers on the end of the hose that are
clamped to the body of the turbo. The problem
is the fingers are much thinner than the wall
thickness of the turbo hose and the end of the
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hose had broken off the fingers completely. The fingers remained clamped to
the body of the turbo along with a cylindrical spacer.
I didn’t want to replace the turbo hose with something that appeared bound to
fail again so I got a 51mm diameter straight silicone hose and filed down the
outside diameter of the end of the rigid plastic turbo hose until the silicone hose
fit over it and provided a flange for the hose clamp. The spacer was placed
back onto the turbo outlet and hose clamps used to secure both ends of the
silicone hose.
David Peck

Create Ranger Parks
Partnership for the Outback is throwing its support behind an exciting new
plan that would create hundreds of Indigenous ranger jobs and new National
Parks to look after our most special parts of Outback WA. It would be a win for
everyone, but we need your help to make this bold new plan a reality.
Join us and add your name to help Create Ranger Parks. Your support for
the new plan is vital for the future of an area twice the size of the South West
which contains some of the natural ‘jewels in the crown’ of our Outback.
Twenty years ago, the WA Government purchased millions of hectares of former Outback stations with a visionary goal in mind: to help diversify and
strengthen regional economies and protect the state’s most remarkable Outback landscapes for future generations. Since then, these 66 properties have
been forgotten and neglected. These unique natural places have suffered
from the impact of feral animals and wildfires, which in turn have caused hardship for neighbouring Outback stations. Local communities have missed out
on new job opportunities, and all Western Australians are missing out on new
camping and tourism experiences.
Under the Create Ranger Parks proposal, these properties present an incredible opportunity that will be a win for everyone. It’s time for the Government to
finish what it started twenty years ago and create an extensive network of protected parks, managed by Indigenous rangers, to create real jobs and real
change. The plan has the support of organisations as diverse as the Conservation Council of WA, the Yamatji Marlpa Aboriginal Corporation and fourwheel drive peak body Track Care WA.
Create Ranger Parks is a visionary plan and it needs your support to
make the vision a reality. Sign the petition today and help Create Ranger
Parks. Once you’ve signed the petition, please take a moment to order a free
Create Ranger Parks sticker!
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